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ABSTRACT 
The classical inverse additive and multiplicative inverse eigenvalue problems for 
matrices are studied. Using general results on the solvability of polynomial systems it 
is shown that in the complex case these problems are always solvable by a finite 
number of solutions, In case of real symmetric matrices the inverse problems are 
reformulated to have a real solution. An algorithm is given to obtain this solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Inverse eigenvalue problems arise often in applied mathematics, and they 
are treated by many authors. Some of these papers appear among the 
references. An excellent survey on this subject is given in the first chapter of 
[13]. Let A be a fixed n X n complex valued matrix. The most common 
inverse eigenvalue problems are the two following problems: 
(i) Find a diagonal complex valued matrix D such that the spectrum of 
A+D is a given set x={h,,...,~~}~C. 
(ii) Find a diagonal complex valued matrix D such that the spectrum of 
AD is agiven set x={X,,...,X,}EC. 
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The first problem is called the inverse additive eigenvalue problem, and the 
second one the inverse multiplicative problem. The two problems are the 
discrete analogs of the following inverse eigenvalue problems. Let I ( y) be an 
ordinary differential operator on R. 
(i’) Find a “potential” g(x) such that the operator m( y) = 1( y) + g(x) y, 
with the appropriate boundary conditions, possesses a prescribed spectrum 
(spectra). 
(ii’) Find a “density” p(x) such that the operator m( y) = 1( y)/p( x), 
with the appropriate boundary conditions, possesses a prescribed spectrum 
(spectra). 
In Sec. 2 we prove that problem (i) is always solvable and problem (ii) is 
always solvable if all the principal minors of A are distinct from 0. This 
follows easily from Theorem 2.1 on the solvability of a system of polynomial 
equations over the complex field. Furthermore, in both cases the number of 
distinct solutions is almost always n! Most of these results were established in 
[5,7] by different methods. In most applications, one assumes that A is a 
symmetric matrix, the given spectrum A = {hi,. . . , A,,} being real and non- 
negative. Then one looks for a real solution D. For problem (ii) it is assumed 
in addition that A is positive definite and D is nonnegative. In this case, it is 
easy to see that the eigenvalues hi,. . . , A,, have to satisfy certain compatibility 
conditions depending on A, in order for a real solution to exist. To overcome 
this difficulty we reformulate the inverse eigenvalue problems so that the 
new problem will always have a real solution. Furthermore, in the case when 
the inverse problem in the old sense is solvable, the new problem will have 
the same solution. Let C?J be a closed set of n X n real symmetric matrices. If 
A E Ci3 , then the spectrum h(A) = {X,(A), . . . , A,(A)} is real, and we arrange it 
in the nonincreasing order 
h,(A) > . * . >&,(A). (I4 
Let w=(wr,..., ti,,) be a prescribed real spectrum. We assume that wi > ws 
> *.. > 0,. Let 
P,(A)= i$l [h(A)-~i12* (1.2) 
Now the w-inverse problem over 9 is to find A* E 9 such that 
m$p,(A)=p,(A*). (14 
Obviously, if pw (A *) = 0, then X(A *) = w. The success of this approach lies in 
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the fact that p,(A) has the minimal characterization 
p,(A)=tr(A’)+ i $+ rnj -2 i wi(+Axi ,, 1 (1.4) i=l i=l 
where 0 is the set of all orthonormal sequences x1,. . . ,x”. Thus the mini- 
mum (1.3) can be stated as the minimum over the sets 3 and 8 . This 
observation is the main key in our theory. We give a general algorithm for 
calculating this minimum. This algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm 
for problem (i) introduced in [13]. We also obtain general necessary condi- 
tions for the solvability of w-inverse problems over 9 in the old sense 
[p,(A*) = O]. Th’ IS is done in Sets. 3-5. The last section is devoted to the 
inverse problems in an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space. We 
indicate there under what conditions the results developed throughout Sets. 
3-5 can be extended to the infinite dimensional case. Finally, as an example 
we consider a vibrating string with fixed ends and a symmetric mass. 
2. POLYNOMIAL APPROACH FOR MATRICES 
Let f(z) be a polynomial over C”. As usual, denote by z the point 
(2 1 ,..., z,) in C”. By d(f) we denote the degree off, i.e., the degree of the 
polynomial f( tz,, . . . , tx,) with respect to t. The principal part fn(z) is the 
highest homogeneous term appearing in f(z). That is, fT is uniquely de- 
termined by the conditions 
fr(tzl ,...) tzn)=td(f)fR(Z1 ,..., &), (2.1) 
(2.2) 
for any nonconstant polynomial f. If f-constant, then fv ~0. Let IJJ = 
( fi, . . . ,fn) be a polynomial map of C” into C”. That is, fi is a polynomial for 
j=l,..., 12. Define 
The degree d (cp) of 9, is defined by 
d(q)= ii d(f;.). 
i=l 
(2.4) 
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The following theorem provides a sufficient condition for the solvability of 
the system 
cp(z) = w. (2.5) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9 be a polynomial map of C” into C”. Assume that 
the system 
%)x4=0 (2.6) 
has only a trivial solution z=O. Then for any given w = (wl,. . . , w,,) the 
system (2.5) is always solvable. The number of distinct solutions is always 
finite and does not exceed d (cp). Moreover, for almost all w the number of 
distinct solutions is exactly d (9). 
Proof. Let Izl=(‘ct=rIzkj ) ’ ‘/‘. We first show that ‘p is a proper map. 
That is, 
I~(4l+~ as Iz\+co. (2.7) 
Assume to the contrary that there exists a sequence of points { 2” } F, 
IzmJ+cc such that 
kP(~“)l G M> m=1,2, . . . . (2.8) 
Let I”= zm/~zml. As I{“‘\ = 1, we choose a convergent subsequence 
P+Z, IZl=l. 
Let d,=d($). Now 
d, - 1 
fiM=fi&)+ & f,,JM i=l,**.,n, 
where &(z) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k. So 
Choosing z= 5% and letting k+co, from (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain 
f;;?(O=O, j=l,...,n. 
P-9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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Since ]{I = 1, this contradicts the assumption that the system (2.6) has only a 
trivial solution. Therefore 9 is proper. By [lo, Chapter 3, Theorem B21] the 
triple (C”,v,C”) is a finite sheeted analytic cover. That means that if q is 
surjective, the level set cp -i(w) consists of at most X distinct points. More 
precisely, almost everywhere (except at the branch points) g,-‘(w) consists of 
exactly h points. Finally, we have to show that h = d (9). Let w = (w,, . . . , w,) 
be a fixed point. Define 
4-l 
gi(z,,z,,..., z,)=h&)+ 2 &“r;;,k(~)--&j (2.13) 
k=O 
for i=l , . . . , n. Thus q is a homogeneous polynomial in z,, . . . ,z,, of degree di. 
Consider the system 
g=o, i=l,..., R. (2.14) 
Note that the assumption that (2.6) has only a trivial solution implies that the 
system (2.14) does not have a nontrivial solution with z,=O. So all nontrivial 
ray solutions are of the form (t, tz), where x is a solution of the system (2.5). 
Since (C”,cp, C”) is a X-sheeted cover, we have exactly X ray solutions 
(counted with their multiplicity). By the Bezout theorem [28, Sec. 821 the 
number of ray solutions is d(q) = II?= ,dj. This shows that X = d(p)). The 
proof of the theorem is completed. n 
Theorem 2.1 can be regarded as a “natural” extension of the fundamen- 
tal theorem of linear algebra which says that a linear map 9 : C-X” is onto 
if and only if the system q,,(.z) = 0 has only a trivial solution. On the other 
hand, it is easy to find a univalent polynomial map of C” onto C” such that 
the system ‘p,(z) = 0 has nontrivial solutions-for example, ,f,(z,, za) = zi and 
fa(zi,+) = za + z$. This suggests that Theorem 2.1 can be improved. Finally, 
we remark that by using the Bezout theorem one can show that if V(Z) = w 
has exactly d(q) isolated solutions for some w, then 9, has to satisfy the 
assumptions of Theorem 2.1. 
We return now to the inverse eigenvalue problem. Let D be a diagonal 
matrix diag{ xi,. . . , x,,}. Denote by ok(z) the kth symmetric polynomial in 
Zr,...,Z&. It can be shown [5] that the inverse additive problem (i) is 
equivalent to the system (2.5), where 
fk?? (4 = Ok (4 k=l,...,n. (2.15) 
Clearly, in that case the system (2.6) has only a trivial solution. Thus by 
Theorem 2.1 we have (compare with [SJ) 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a given n X n complex valued matrix. Then for 
any specified set X = {X 1,. . . ,X,} E C” there exists a diagonal complex valued 
matrix D such that the spectrum of A + D is the set A. The number of such 
D is finite and does not exceed n!. Moreover, for almost all h the number of 
the diagonal matrices D is exactly n!. 
Let A( ;:l::::j be the principal minor of A composed of rows and I
columns jr , . . . , jk. It can be shown [7] that the inverse multiplicative problem 
(ii) is equivalent to the system 
c A( ~~~::::~)~~l”‘~j~=ul;(x). k=l,...,n. (2.16) 
l< j,<... <h<n 
It is easy to see that if all the principal minors are different from zero, then 
the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Indeed, note first that the left hand 
side of (2.16) is already homogeneous. Thus it is enough to show that for 
X = 0 Eq. (2.16) has only a trivial solution z = 0. The last equation (k = n) in 
(2.16) is zi * * * 
Repeating 
z, det(A) = 0. Since det(A) # 0, we must have zi = 0 for some i. 
this argument for k = n - 1,. . . , 1 and using the assumption that all 
principal minors are different from zero, we obtain that z=O if A=O. From 
Theorem 2.1 we obtain [7] 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a given n X n complex valued matrix. Assume 
that all the principal minors of A are different from zero. Then for any 
specified set h = {X,, . . . , &,> EC” there exists a diagonal complex valued 
matrix D such that the spectrum of AD is the set X. The number of such D 
is finite and does not exceed n!. Moreover, for almost all X the number of the 
diagonal matrices D is exactly n!. 
Recall that if A is a symmetric positive definite matrix, then all the 
principal minors of A are positive and thus this A satisfies the assumption of 
Theorem 2.3. We remark that in general the assumption that all the 
principal minors of A do not vanish cannot be relaxed. For more details 
consult [7]. Theorem 2.2 has nice applications to matrix commutators [l, 171. 
3. VARIATIONAL APPROACH FOR MATRICES 
In the previous section we settled in principle the two inverse problems 
for matrices over the field of complex numbers. However, as we pointed out 
in the Introduction, in most of the applications one is interested only in the 
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real solutions D (on the assumption that such solutions exist). In that case we 
assume that A is real and symmetric. Furthermore, we assume that A is 
positive definite in the case of the multiplicative problem. This assumption is 
fully justified in applications where the matrix A is a discretization of a 
self-adjoint differential or integral operator. Clearly, we must assume that 
the prescribed spectrum h= (A,, . . . ,A,} is real. (Consult, for example, 
[ll-131.) However, even in 2 X 2 cases, the inverse eigenvalue problems with 
prescribed A and X of the above form do not always have a real solution. 
Some necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of real solutions 
are given in [ll, 12,14,18,21,22,24-261. On the other hand, it is easy to 
construct examples where the inverse problems have n! distinct real solutions 
(consult also [24]). These facts suggest an entirely different approach to the 
real problem. Namely, we will find a nonlinear functional on an appropriate 
set whose minimum will give a real solution D if such a solution exists. This 
is done by using the well-known extremal characterization of symmetric 
matrices. Let X be an n dimensional real Hilbert space with an inner 
product (x, y). Let @ be a set of all linear self-adjoint transformations from 
x to x. Let P E @. By X(P) = {Xi (P)};1 we denote the spectrum of P. We 
always assume that the eigenvalues are arranged in a nonincreasing order 
h,(P)>h,(P)> --* M,(P). (3.1) 
We define in @ a pseudometric 
d&Q)= { i [h,(p)-h,(Q~lz)"z~ (3.2) 
i=l 
In fact d (P, Q) is an ordinary Euclidean distance between the spectral sets 
of P and Q. A general inverse eigenvalue problem can be stated as follows. 
Let /3 be a closed subset of 8. Find an operator P* in 91 whose spectrum is 
the closest to a prescribed real spectrum o = { wr, . . . , a,,}. Thus let 
Then P* is a solution of the minimal problem 
n$w,(P). (3.4) 
It is easy to show, using a compactness argument, that the minimum exists. 
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To illustrate this idea let us reformulate the inverse additive and multiplica- 
tive problems in this form. Let x1,. . . , xn be a fixed basis X. In the case of 
the additive problem let x1, . . . , x n be an orthonormal basis: 
(XW) = $. (3.5) 
Then 6? can be identified with the set of all n X n real valued symmetric 
matrices, S . Let 9 be the set of all n x n real diagonal matrices. Then % is 
identical to the set % given by 
In the case of 
chosen such that 
%={XIX=A+D,DE~}. (3.6) 
the multiplicative problem, let the basis x’, . . .,x” be 
((x”,xi));=A. (3.7) 
This is possible because we assumed that in the multiplicative problem A is 
positive definite. Then & can be identified with the set SA, i.e., { CIC = BA, 
B E 5 }, In that case 3 is equivalent to the set 
%={X(X=DA,DEq}. P-8) 
Note that in these two cases 3 is a convex set. Let 0 be the set of all 
orthonormal systems x’, . . . ,x”. The success of our approach lies in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let w = (+. . . , q,) be a decreasing sequence. Let P be a 
symmetric operator. Then 
5 C&(P)= rnOz 5 wi(Pxi,z’). 
i=l i==l 
(3.9) 
Moreover, this maximum can be restricted to the orthonormal systems 
satisfying the conditions 
(PX’J’) >(P2,XZ) > * . - >(P+?). (3.10) 
Assume that 
(3.11) 
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for sme orthonoml system xl,. . . ,xn. Then there exists an eigenvector 
orthonormal system 6 ‘, . . . , En of P, 
P<‘=h,(P)[‘, i=l ,.*a, n, (3.12) 
such that 
[xl,..., r’]=[&.,5’] (3.13) 
if q>~~+~ for i=l,..., n- 1. In particular, if o,>wz> .*. >wn, then 
xi=ti for i=l,...,n. 
Proof, We may assume without loss of generality that o,, = 0. This 
follows from the equality 
it: f.&(P)= ~&di-qJAi(P)+w, i: (Pd,c’,x’) (3.14) 
i=l i=l i=l 
for any orthonormal sequence x1,. . . ,xn. Thus or > w2 Z . . * > o,_ 1 > 0, and 
we can rewrite these conditions in the form 
%-k =a,_l+‘*’ +a,_$,, k=l,...,n-1, (3.15) 
where cr 1,. . , ,cI,,_~ are nonnegative. Thus to prove (3.9) it remains to show 
that 
5 hi(P)= mom ,$ (Px’,x’). 
i=l 1-l 
(3.16) 
Consider the matrix ((Px’,xi))t. Denote its spectrum by A; > * * . > A;. From 
the convoy principle due to Polya and Schiffer [27] (see also [S]) we have 
A,(P) >A,r, i=l k. ,*.a> (3.17) 
The equality 
(3.18) 
i=l ill 
together with the inequality (3.17), implies 
$ h,(P)> $ (Px’,x’). 
i=l i-l 
(3.19) 
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Clearly, if x’=t” for i=l,..., k, then the equality sign holds in (3.19). This 
shows (3.16), which in turn proves (3.9). Assume now that the equality sign 
holds in (3.19). This means that Xi =X,(P) for i = 1,. . . , k. Recall the Courant- 
Fisher characterization of A,(P) and hi: 
A,(P)= (Px4 _ (P,$‘,[’ ), (~,sl)_..m_a;[x,~‘-‘)=o (x,x) 
From the maximal characterization of A,(P) and A; and the equality h,(P) = 
h;, we deduce that 
(3.21) 
*=l 
for i= 1. Now the characterization (3.20) for X,(P) and Xs, the equality 
h,(P) =A; and the relation (3.21) for i = 1 imply the relation (3.21) for i =2. 
Continuing in this manner. we prove the equality (3.21) for i = 1,. . . , k. This 
shows that the equality sign in (3.19) implies that [x’, . . . ,x’] = [E’, . . . ,E’]. 
Assume now that the equality (3.11) holds. Let 
w1= *. 
. =q,>q+1=. . * =q,> * *. >wc_,+l=. . . =wi. (3.22) 
Assume furthermore that we already proved that there exist eigenvectors 
<l,.*., (“q-1 such that 
[Xl,..., x4]=[<‘,...,@] (3.23) 
for j=l,..., q - 1. We want to prove (3.23) for i = q. From the proof of (3.9) 
we deduce that the equality sign holds in (3.19) for k= $. From the 
assumption that (3.23) holds for j = iq_ 1 we have the equality 
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The equality sign in (3.19) for k = iq and the equality above imply that 
(3.24) 
Consider now the subspace S=[X’~-I+‘, . . . ,xn]. The orthogonality of the 
sequence x1,.,.,x” and the relation (3.23) for j = 9 - 1 imply that the 
subspace S is invariant under P. Furthermore, the relative spectrum of P 
with respect to S is &*+i,..., A,,. According to what we have proved, the 
equality (3.24) implies that 
p-,+1 )..., ,q= [p-,+1 )...) p?]. (3.25) 
This in particular implies the equality (3.23) for i= 9. If wi >w,> * . * >a,, 
then the relations (3.23) and (3.25) imply that x’=<’ for i= I,. . .,n. Finally, 
we want to show that the maximum (3.9) can be restricted to the orthonor- 
ma1 systems satisfying the conditions (3.10). Indeed, if x1,. . . ,x” E 0, then 
Xb’ , . . . ,x4 E 0 for any permutation u = (o,, . . .,a,,). Since w is a decreasing 
sequence, Z~,lwi(Pxo+,x~) is maximal if (Pxel,xD1) > (Pxo2,xr2) Z * . . > 
(Px”, x”.). Thus the maximum in (3.9) can be restricted to the orthonormal 
systems satisfying the conditions (3.10). The proof of the theorem is com- 
pleted. n 
REMARK 3.1. The characterization (3.16) is due to Fan [4]. We give here 
a different proof in order to analyze the equality (3.11). 
Consider now the functional pw (P) 
Let P be symmetric. Then 
p,(P)=tr(P’)+ i oz+ min -2 2 Ui(P&-‘) 1 . 0 (3.27) i=l i=l 
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Moreover, this minimum can be restricted to the orthonormul systems 
satisfying the conditions (3.10). 
Thus the minimum (3.4) can be stated as an appropriate minimum on the set 
%J and 0 . Furthermore, we can interchange these two minima. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 56 be a closed set of ~2.. Then 
(3.28) 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE VARIATIONAL APPROACH 
In this section we apply the theorems we established in the previous 
sections to the inverse eigenvalue problems. We assume here that 9 is a 
closed convex set unless stated otherwise. Denote by X an orthonormal 
sequence {xl,. . . , x”}. Then for any P E & we have 
tr(P2)= i (Px~,x~)~. 
i,j=l 
(4.1) 
Let 
q(P,o,X)=tr(P’)+ i I_$-2 i q(Px’,r’). 
i=l i=l 
(4.2) 
From (4.1) it follows that cp(P, w,X) is a strictly convex functional. Thus 
q(P,w, X) has a unique minimum point in 9 . Denote this point by 
P(w,X, 9 ). That is, 
In what follows we will see that for the inverse additive and multiplicative 
problems P (w, X, %?I ) has a relatively simple form. Thus the original problem 
(3.4) can be stated as a minimum problem over 13 : 
minp,(P)= m$q(P(w,X,%),w,X). (4.4) 
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Clearly, there exists a one to one correspondence between the set B of all 
orthonormal sequences {xi}; and the group D?L of all n x n orthogonal 
matrices. Thus the general inverse eigenvalue problem over 9 can be 
restated as a minimum problem over ‘?!L. The difficulty in this approach lies 
in the fact that even in the case that p, achieves its minimum over % on a 
unique P, the corresponding eigensystem X of P does not have to be unique. 
Therefore, the corresponding minimum (4.4) may be achieved for many 
different X. Denote by X(P) an orthonormal eigensystem of P arranged in 
the order (3.1). The characterization (3.27) is equivalent to the inequality 
We call P a weak critical point in % if 
P(w,X(P),?q=P (4.6) 
for some eigensystem X (P). If (4.6) holds for any eigensystem X (P), then P is 
called a strong critical point in 9. Note that if 
X,(P)>**. >A,(P), (4.7) 
then the eigensystem {x1,. . . , x”} is unique up to sign of the vectors xi, 
i=l,..., n. Since the sign of xi does not affect the value of cp(Q, o, X), we 
may assume that the corresponding eigensystem of P is unique. Thus if P is a 
weak critical point in 3 and P satisfies (4.7), then P is a strong critical point 
in % . However, in general, a weak critical point does not have to be a strong 
critical point. Let Pa be a weak critical point in 93 with a corresponding 
eigensystem X0. Assume that PO is an inner point of 9 . Then the inequalities 
(4.3) and (4.5) imply that (P,,, X,) is a critical point of the functional 
‘p (P, w, X). In what follows we show that PO is a critical point of pw (P) on 9 
if and only if PO is a strong critical point in 9. We must be careful about 
what we mean by a critical point of pw, since this functional does not have to 
be a differentiable functional everywhere in 9. Indeed, let GJj be the set of 
2 X2 diagonal matrices of the form diag{ a, -a}. Let o=(l,O). Then p, = 
[max(cu, - a) - l]‘+ [min(Lu, - a)12. Thus p. is not differentiable at the origin. 
In the following lemma we discuss the differentiability of the function 
P,(P+ uQ). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let P and Q be symmetric. Consider the function p,(P+ 
LYQ) as a function of (Y. Then p,(P+ aQ) has a left and right derivative at 
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(Y = 0. Let {xi} and {xl} be orthogonal eigensystem.s of P such that 
for any eigensystem {xi}; of P. Then 
$P,(P+oQ)10+=tr(PQ+QPp)-2 i ~i(Q4~G)~ 
i=l 
$p,(P+aQ)/~_=tr(PQ+QP)2i~lw,(Qx~,*:). (4.9) 
Thus p,(P+aQ) is diff erentiable at (II =0 if and only if the equality signs 
hold in (4.8). 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.1, we obtain the inequalities 
tr(PQ+QP+aQ)-2 5 ui(QXi(P+“Q)>Xi(P+aQ)) 
i=l 1 
w,(P+aQ)-P,(P) 
tr(PQ+QP+aQ)-2 i wi(Qxi(P),xi(P)) . (4.10) 
i=l 1 
Let a>O. Choose x”(P)=& i=l,...,n. We want to show that 
&y+ ~~~o,jQx’(P+-aQ),x’(P+aQ))= 5 ~~(Qx;,x;). (4.11) 
i=l 
Assume to the contrary that this is false. Then there exists a postive sequence 
a/-+0 such that 
/A% ,g oi(QXi(P+“iQ),Xi(P+aiQ))=A 
*==I 
and A # B = Zy_ lwi (Qx& xi). From (4.10) we deduce that A > B. Thus our 
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assumption implies that A > B. Now pick a subsequence such that (hi (P+ 
qQ}p and {xi(P+aYQ)}y converges for i=l,...,n. ClearlyAj(P+afQ)-+ 
X,(P), i=l,... ,n. Let xi(P+qQ)-+xi, i=l,...,n. Therefore {xi}; is an 
eigensystem of P. So A =Z?,loi( Qx’, xi). Now the inequality (4.8) con- 
tradicts the inequality A > B. This proves (4.11). Dividing (4.10) by (Y and 
letting a-+0+, from (4.11) we deduce the first equality in (4.9). The second 
equality in (4.9) can be deduced in the same manner. Suppose now that 
(Ud+w(P+ aQ)l,, exists. From (4.9) we deduce that 
From the definition of the sequences {XI}; and { zl}1; we conclude that the 
equality signs hold in (4.8). The proof of the lemma is completed. w 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let P and Q be symmetric. Then 
(4.G) 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let P and Q be symmetric. Assume that p,(P+ aQ) is 
differentiable at (Y = 0. Then 
(4.13) 
for any eigensystem X(P). 
We call a point PO a critical point of p, with respect to 9 if PO is an 
inner differentiable point such that (d/dLu)p,(P+ aQ)lo = 0 for all Q such 
that P+ aQ E 93 for /aI small enough. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let PO be a critical point of p, with respect to ‘28. Then 
PO is a strong critical point in % . Vice uersa, if PO is an inner strong critical 
point in 3, then PO is a critical point of p. in 9. 
Proof Let PO be a critical point of pw in 3. From Corollary 4.2 we 
deduce that PO in a critical point of the functional q( P, w, X (PO )) in % . Since 
v( P, u, X (PO )) is strictly convex and PO is an inner point, we must have that 
PO is the unique point of minimum of ‘p( P, w, X (PO )) on ‘% . Thus the equality 
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sign holds in (4.6) for P= PO. Since X(P,) was arbitrary, P,, is a strong critical 
point. Let P, be a strong critical inner point of 3. Let X, be any 
eigensystem of P,. By the definition we have ‘p (P, w, X,) > cp(P,,, w, X,) for all 
PE%. So (d/dol)cp(P,+cwQ,c~,X,)(,=OifP,+cwQ~~ for 1~~1 smallenough. 
This is equivalent to the equality 
tr(PoQ+QP,,)=2 i Oi(Q~~‘X~). 
i=l 
(4.14) 
Since the left hand side does not depend on X0, from Lemma 4.1 we deduce 
that p,(P,,+ CIQ) is differentiable at (Y =O and (d/da)p,(P,+ uQ)(,,=O. This 
shows that PO is a critical point of pw in 3 . n 
We see that the notion of a strong critical point in % is a more general 
conception than a critical point of p,.., since a strong critical point is well 
defined for boundary points Ja - 
* 
p . Moreover, any extremal point P* 
minimizes the functional p, in GiJ has to be a strong critical point. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume that 
m@p,(P)=p,(P*). 
which 
(4.15) 
Then P* is a strong critical point. Thus, if P* is an inner point of 3, then 
P* is a critical point of pw in 31 I 
Proof Let X be any eigensystem of P*. Then p, (P*) = cp(P*,o, X) < 
p,(P)<q(P,w,X), PE%. This shows that P*=P(w,X,%). Thus P* is a 
strong critical point in 9~ . If P* is an inner point, then by Theorem 4.1 P* is 
a critical point of pw in % . n 
Recall that 9 is called totally nondegenerate if for any P E 9 the 
inequalities (4.7) hold. Examples of such sets are given in [6]. The inverse 
eigenvalue problems over totally nondegenerate sets are nicer to deal with 
numerically, since the functional p, is differentiable everywhere. In particu- 
lar, the inverse additive eigenvalue problem for the Jacobi matrix, which was 
studied in [13], is an example of a totally nondegenerate set. 
5. A MINIMIZATION METHOD AND SOME INEQUALITIES 
The inequalities (4.3) and (4.5) suggest a simple numerical algorithm for 
evaluation of the minimum (3.4). 
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THEOREM 5.1 Let %I be a closed convex set of symmetric operators. Let 
P,, be an arbitrary operator in 91. Define P, recursively to be 
P,=qw,x(P”_,),~)), u=1,2,..., (5.1) 
where P(o,X, % ) is &fined by the condition (4.3). Then 
P,(P,-lPP&P”)~ v=l,2, *.. . (5.2) 
Moreover, if for some v the equality sign holds in (5.2), then Py_-l = P,,. 
Proof. From (4.3) we have 
By (4.5) we have v(P~,o,X(J’_~)) > ~(p~,w,X(p,)). As p,(P)= 
V+%,X(P)), f rom the inequalities above we deduce (5.2). Suppose now 
that the equality sign holds in (5.2) for some v. This in particular implies that 
the equality sign holds in (5.3). But P, is the unique minimal point of the 
functional q(P,w,X(P,_,)). Thus Py_l=Py. n 
REMARK 5.1. The algorithm (5.1) is an extension of the algorithm given 
by Hald in [13]. Unfortunately, the sequence p,( P,) does not have to 
converge to the minimum of p,(P) over @J . This follows from the example 
given in [13]. 
Let us apply the algorithm (5.1) to the inverse additive and multiplicative 
problems. Let Di be the diagonal matrix diag{ ali,. . . ,&}, i = 1,. . . ,n. Con- 
sider first the additive problem. Clearly, we may assume that A has a zero 
diagonal. In this case X is a set of orthonormal n-column-vectors xi = 
(x!, . . . , xi), i=l,...,n: 
(zT~)~x~=~~~, i,j=l ..., n. (5.4) 
Consider now the multiplicative problem. In this case A is positive 
definite and X is a set of orthonormal n-column-vectors with respect to A: 
(x’)=Axi= S,/, i,j=t ,..., 12. (5.5) 
Let 
A@)=(azii)f, [,(2’]-1=(~(-2),,)“. 
‘1 1 (5.6) 
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Note that At21 is the Hadamard product of A with itself, and therefore by the 
Schur result A@) is positive definite (see, e.g., [ZO], p. 121). Thus [A(‘)lpl is 
positive definite. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let % be the set (3.6). Then 
P(o,X,%)=A+ 5 q[(xi)rD$]D,, (5.7) 
a,i=l 
where X is a set of orthonornml vectors (5.4). Let % be the set (3.8). Then 
P(o,X,%)= 
i 
I& [ a(-2)~~~,(x’)=AD,A~j]D~}A, (5.8) 
where X is a set of orthononnul vectors with respect to A as in (5.5). 
Proof. Let D=Ey=,diDi. Assume that % is the set (3.6). Since we 
assumed that A has a zero diagonal, 
rp(P,w,X)= 2 a,f+ x d: 
i,i= 1 i=l 
+ C a:-2 C w~(x’)~Ax’-~ x d~~i(xi)rDi(xi)~ (5.9) 
i=l i=l i,j=l 
Differentiating this expression with respect to d,, we obtain 
d,= i: ui(xi)%,xi, a = 1,. . . , n. 
i=l 
(5.10) 
This establishes (5.7). Assume now that % is the set (3.8). Then 
(p(P,w,X)= 5 aididi+ 5 CO:--2 i dfwi(xi)TADiAx’. (5.11) 
i,j==l i=l i,i=l 
Differentiating with respect to d,, we obtain 
z a2aidj= 2 ~(x”)~AD,Ax’, a=l,...,n. 
i=l i=-1 
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Thus 
da= 5 J-2) ,+oi (xi) TADpAr i, CX=l,...,fZ. (5.12) 
p,i=1 
This proves (5.8). The proof of the lemma is completed. n 
Using Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.1 we obtain an explicit minimization 
method for the inverse additive and multiplicative problems. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let R, and S, be arbitrary real diagonal matrices. 
Assume that R, and S, are the v approximants to the inverse additive and 
multiplicative problems, respectively, lying in CD. Let { y’s’}; and {z’*“}; be 
the eigensystems of the matrices A + R, and S,A satisfying the conditions 
(5.4) and (5.5), respectively: 
(A+R,) yil”=&“yi,‘, SyA+= p;zi,y, i=l,...,n. (5.13) 
Then the u+ 1 approximants are given by the formula 
R v+1= i: Wi[ ( y’J)Q_y”qD,, 
a,i=l 
(5.14) 
The sequences { R,},M and {S,}: are decreasing with respect to the func- 
tional pa. 
REMARK 5.2. The algorithm (5.14) f or the additive problem coincides 
with the algorithm given by Hald [13]. 
We say that w-inverse problem is solvable over % if there exists PO E 3 
such that A(P,) = w. Here we do not have to assume that C?I is convex. In that 
case it is known that certain inequalities must hold [II, 21,22,24-261. We 
will show now that many inequalities can be derived from the following 
inequality. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let P and Q be two symmetric operators. Then 
i h(P)&(Q) >tr(PQ). 
i=l 
(5.15) 
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Assume that the equality sign hold-s. Let {r’}; be an arbitrary eigensystem 
of Q. Then there exists an eigensystem {ti}; of P such that [E’,. ..,(‘I= 
[Vi>..., ~~11 whenever &_,(Q)>&(Q)=*.+ =+(Q)>++,(Q). In particular, 
P commutes with Q. 
Proof. From (3.9) we have 
j~l~iiQ)‘i(P)~j~lh,(Q)(PI’,RI’), (5.16) 
where { 17 i }; is an eigensystem of Q. By the definition of { 77 i }; we have 
(Qt~~,ll~)=&(Q), (@‘,qi)=O for i#j,i,j=l,..., n. So 
i Xi(Q)(Prli,qi)= i~l(~‘,li)(~‘,~i)=tr(PQ). 
i=l 
The inequality (5.16) together with the equality above implies (5.15). Assume 
now that the equality sign holds in (5.15); then we have the equality sign in 
(5.16). From the proof of Theorem (3.1) we deduce that [[‘,...,[‘I = 
[Vi,*.., vi] if h,_r(Q)>?x,(Q)=-a+ 
i, . . . , i. Thus {.$“}T 
=+(Q)>++l(Q). So Qt?=~,(QE’, r= 
is an eigensystem of Q. This implies that P commutes with 
Q* n 
REMARK 5.3. The inequality (5.15) appears implicitly in the paper of 
Hoffman and Wielandt [15]. Indeed, they showed that if P and Q are 
symmetric, then 
tr(ie-Q)Z)~i~~[~~(p)-~~(Q)~2. (5.17) 
Recalling that tr(R ‘) = Cls. ,h,?(R), we obtain (5.15). Note that it is shown in 
[15] that a slightly modified version of (5.17) holds for normal matrices P and 
Q. 
From Theorem 5.3 we deduce 
THEOREM 5.4. Let %I be a set of symmetric operators. Assume that the 
w-inverse problem is solvable over 3. Then for any fixed symmetric Q the 
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following inequality holds: 
i~l~J,iQ) > i;f tr(PQ). (5.18) 
n 
We now apply the inequality (5.15) to 
A be a symmetric real matrix with zero diago- 
nal. Assume that there exists real diagonal matrix such that + D) = 
o. Then real symmetric matrix B with zero diagonal the inequality 
w,&(B) tr(AB) 
By Theorem 
5 wJ,(B) tr((A D)B), 
i=l 
since B has a zero diagonal tr(DB) = 0. This establishes (5.19). 
Choosing B to be +A, we obtain 
n 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let the assumptions of Proposition 5.1 hold. Then 
REMARK 5.4. The inequality IX;= ,+$(A) > X7= J,?(A) is due to Morel 
[22]. Furthermore, in the 2X2 case this is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the solvability of the inverse additive problem over ‘?iJ. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let A be a real symmetric positive definite matrix. 
Assume that there exists a real diagonal matrix D such that h(AD) = o. Then 
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for any real symmetric matrix B having the same diagonal as A the 
inequality 
(5.21) 
ho&. 
Proof, Since A is positive definite, an AlI2 exists which is symmetric 
positive definite. Clearly, w = h( AD) = h( A ‘/‘DA ‘i2) and A( BA - ‘) = 
x(A - GBA -112 ). So by (5.15), 
2 r,$,(BA-‘) >tr(A’/2DA1’2A-1~2BA-1’2). (5.22) 
i==l 
As X(A’/2DBA-1/2)=h(DB) we have tr(A’/2DBA-‘/2)= tr(DB). As B has 
the same diagonal as A we have the equaltiy tr(DB) = tr(AD) = Ey=;,wi. 
Combining this equality with the inequality above, we obtain (5.21). n 
In the case w > 0 we can omit the assumption that B has the same 
diagonal as A. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let A = (a,$ and D = El= 1 diDi satisfy the assump- 
tions of Proposition 5.2. Assume that w> 0. Then for any real symmetric 
matrix B = (b& the inequality 
(5.23) 
holds. 
Proof. As o = X(AD) =h(A “‘DA 1’2), f rom the law of inertia we deduce 
that D > 0 if o > 0. From (5.22) we deduce that 
2 wiXi(BA-‘) > i: d,b,,. 
i=l i=l 
The equality X(AD) = w implies that Xy=: 1 d,aii = XyslOi* AS di > 0, 
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i= 1 ,...,n, we have 
This establishes (5.23). 
Choosing B= A’, I we get 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let the assumptions of Proposition 5.3 hold. Then 
(5.24) 
Some additional eigenvalue inequalities for the inverse additive and 
multiplicative problems are given in [8]. We conclude this section with a 
modified version of Theorem 5.1 for the case where the w-inverse problem is 
solvable over 9. Indeed, if we know that there exists P* E %J such that 
h(P*) = w, then it would be enough to consider w-inverse problem over the 
convex set 9 (0). 
3+)- 
i 
PIPE%; i h,(P)< i Ui,k=l,...,n-l; i: hi(P)= i wi . 
i=l i=l i=l i=l I 
(5.25) 
Let X=(x’,..., x”} be an orthonormal set. Define 
%((w,X)= PIPE 93 ; $ (PxQ”i) 
i=l 
,...,n-1,aES ' rl' i (Pxi$)= i: q 
i-1 i=l i=l 
(5.26) 
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As usual, by S, we denote the symmetric group of all permutation u= 
(o i, . . . , a,). From the inequalities (3.16) we deduce ‘% (0, X) 3 ??I (0). Further- 
more, Theorem 3.1 implies 
93(w)= (-j %(w,X). (5.27) 
This observation enables us to improve significantly the algorithm (5.1). 
THEOREM 5.5. Let C?J be a closed convex set of symmetric operators. 
Assume that o-inverse problem is solvable over 3 . Let a,-, = {PIP E 9, 
tr(P)=Zr=,oi} and PoE$,. Assume that C~?J~_~ and PV_l are already 
defined. Then %I,, and P,, are given as follows: 
~3,=~~_1~~((w,x(P,_1)), (5.28) 
P,=P(o,X(P,_,),$,), v-1,2, .I.. (5.29) 
Moreover, if PV_l belongs to 3 (w), then the inequality (5.2) holds. 
Proof. If P,_l E %I (w), then P,,_l E a3,, and now the inequality (5.2) is 
established as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. n 
6. INFINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE 
In this section we discuss the inverse eigenvalue problem in the case 
where X is an infinite dimensional real separable Hilbert space. This is the 
most interesting case for applications. Here we give conditions under which 
the results developed through the Sec. 3-5 could be extended to an abstract 
infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Finally, we show how these ideas can be 
applied to the vibrating string, which has the classical second order differen- 
tial equation. Denote by & the set of all bounded linear symmetric opera- 
tors, by $ the subset of all compact operators in @, by &+ the subset of 
nonnegative definite operators in &?, by q the subset of all compact 
operators in @+, and by XS the set of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators (not 
necessarily symmetric). Throughout this section we shall assume that K is 
positive definite. We denote by X, = {x’ }r a K-orthonormul sequence in X: 
(Kx”,xq = Isir, i,j=1,2, . . . * (6.1) 
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By 13, we denote the set of all K-orthonormal sequences in %. Let P E &. 
The operator KP occurs often in applications. Furthermore, in many cases 
KP is compact. This is true in particular if one of the following conditions 
holds: 
PE$. (6.3) 
In what follows we shall always assume that KP is compact. Eigenvalue 
problems connected with operators of the form KP were studied in [6]. It 
can be shown that the spectrum A(KP) is identical with the spectrum 
h( K ‘/2PK 1/2). Thus h( KP) is real. Furthermore, h(KP) is nonnegative if and 
only if P E @+. Since in physical problems A(KP) is nonnegative, we shall 
mainly consider the case 
PE&+ (64 
unless stated otherwise. As PK is the adjoint operator of KP, h(KP) = h(PK ). 
For convenience we will restrict ourselves to the spectrum of PK. Thus 
X(PK)={h(PK)}F==,. Furthermore, 
h,(PK)>A,(PK)> *a. 20, (6.5) 
PK[‘=&(PK)[‘, i=l,2, . . . . (K,$‘,Ei)=& i,j=l,2 ,... . (6.6) 
Let X (PK ) = (.$ ‘} 1”. Applying the convoy principle to the eigenvalues of PK 
(see [6] for details) and repeating the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
THEOREM 6.1. Let K and P belong to @+. Assume furthermore that K is 
positive definite and PK is compact. Let w = (w,, . . . , q,) be a nonnegative 
decreasing sequence. Then 
5 wJ,(PK)= me: 
i=l 
,$iwi(KPKxi,xi). 
z 
(6.7) 
Moreover, this maximum can be restricted to K-orthononnal vectors satisfy- 
ing the conditions 
(KPKx’,x’) >(KPKr2,x2) B . . . >(KPKx”,x”). (6.6) 
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Assume that 
5 C+,(PK)= 5 CAIJKPKxi,xi) (6.9) 
i=l i=l 
for some K-orthonormal sequence {xi};. Then there exists an eigenvector 
K-orthonormal sequence (ti}; of PK such that [x’,...,xi]=[gl,...,Ei] if 
wi>w,+l for i=l,..., n-l. Zn particular, if w,>*** >w”, then xi=ti, 
i=l ,...,n. 
Let1,={a~a={a,}~,C~~,,~ai~2<~}.ItisastandardfactthatifP~&f, 
then P E ?C 5 if and only if P is compact and X(P) E I,. It is well known [3,p. 
10121 that PK E ?C s if one of the following conditions holds: 
PE’x;S, (6.10) 
KEXS. (6.11) 
In the case that PK E x s , we can extend Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let K and P belong to a+. Assume furthermore that K is 
positive definite and PK is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Let w = {wi}r be a 
nonnegative decreasing sequence in 1,. Then 
2 o,&(PK)= rn~ ,+JKPKx’,*‘). 
i=l 1 
(6.12) 
Moreover, this maximum can be restricted to K-orthonormul sequences 
satisfying the conditions 
(KPKx’,xl) >(KPKx2,r2) > . . - . (6.13) 
Assume that 
5 w,h,(PK)= 5 q(KPKxi,xi) 
i=l i=l 
(6.14) 
for some K-orthonormal sequence {xi};“. Then there exists a K-orthonormal 
eigensystem {Si}F of PK such that [x’,...,x’]=[E’,...,.$‘] if wi>wi+r for 
i=l,2, ,.. . In particular, if o,>w,>.=*, then xi=si, i=1,2 ,... . 
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We give now an appropriate version of Theorem 5.3. Consider the set of 
all Hilbert-Schmidt operators. This is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(R, T)= tr(RT’), where T’ is the adjoint operator of T. Let R E&, and let K 
be positive definite and RK compact. We decompose the spectrum of RK to 
a positive part { Ai+ (RK ) } 1” and a negative part { Ai- (RK )} ;” : 
A;(RK)>A;(RK)> ... 20, 
A;(RK)<h,(RK)d... <O. 
(6.15) 
If RK has only i positive (negative) eigenvalues, then we assume that 
hiT,(RK)=Ajzz(RK)= * a. =0 (Ai;,(RK)=Xj;z(RK)=. . . =O). The com- 
pactness of RK implies 
(6.16) 
THEOREM 6.3. Let R, T and K belong to @ . Assume furtherr&re that K 
is positive definite and RK, TK are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Then 
izI h+ (RK )Xi+ (TK ) + i!l &- (RK )hi_ (TK ) > tr( RKTK ). (6.17) 
Proof. Since A( RK ) = A( K ‘/=RK ‘1’) and A( TX ) = A( K ‘/vK I/‘), it is 
enough to establish (6.17) in case that K is the identity operator I. Decom- 
pose T into its positive and negative parts. That is, 
T= T, - T_, T,T_=T_T,=O, T,,T_ Ed?+. (6.18) 
Thus 
X+(T)=X+(T+), A-(T)=X-(-T-), A-(T+)=A+(T_)={O};. 
(6.19) 
Thus in order to prove (6.17) it is enough to show 
5 Ai+ (R )Ai+ (T, ) 2 tr(RT+ ), 
i=l 
5 Ai_(R(-T_)> -tr(RT_). 
i=l 
(6.20) 
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Let X = X, @X0@ X_, where 3c+, XI,,, X_ are invariant orthogonal 
subspaces of X with respect to R such that R is positive definite on X,, 
zero on X, and negative definite on X. It may happen that some of these 
subspaces are zero subspaces. For simplicity let us assume that all the 
subspaces in question are infinite dimensional. Let (5’) p and {vi> r be 
orthonormal bases in X, and X_ respectively such that 
Rp=A+ (R)(‘, Rq’=Y(- (R)q’, i= 1,2, . . . . (6.21) 
Thus 
tr(RT+)= 5 xi+(R)(T+5“,5’)+ j$ Ai-(R)(T+V”,.rl’). (6.22) 
i=l i=l 
As T, EC!?+, we have (T+qi,qi)>O. Since X,-(R)<O, we have 
tr(RT+)< 2 xi+(R)(T+[‘,[“). 
i=l 
(6.23) 
As h + (R ) is a nonnegative nondecreasing sequence in I,, and T, is a 
nonnegative definite Hilbert-Schmidt operator, we can apply Theorem 6.2. 
Thus 
2 Ai’(R)(T+5’,5’)G 2 &+(R)4+(T+). 
i=l i==l 
(6.24) 
The inequalities (6.23) and (6.24) establish the first inequality in (6.20). 
Recall now that 
Ai+ ( - R ) = -hi_(R),Ai’(T_)=-q-T-)> i=l,2, . . . . 
So we have 
g ~;(R)A;(-T_)= 5 A;(-R)A,‘(T_)> -tr(RT-). 
i=l i=l 
This proves the second inequality in (6.20). The proof of the theorem is 
completed. n 
The inequality (6.17) enables us to extend the Hoffman-Wielandt in- 
equality to the infinite dimensional case. 
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COROLLARY 6.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.3 hold. Then 
tr([(R-T)K]‘)> 5 [x,‘(RK)-A,‘(TK)]‘+ $ [&-(RK)-&-(~K)]2. 
i=l i=l 
(6.25) 
Before formulating the inverse eigenvalue problem, let us recall some 
known facts about the classical inverse eigenvalue problems for Sturm-Liou- 
ville differential equations. Consider first the eigenvalue problem 
Y”+ [ P-441 y=o (6.26) 
on the interval [0, 11. Here q(x) is a real valued continuous function on [0, I]. 
The classical result due to Borg [2] states that the potential Q(X) is uniquely 
determined by the two spectra of (6.26) coupled with the boundary condi- 
tions 
y(O)=y(l)=O, (6.27) 
y(O)=y’(l)=O. (6.28) 
The inverse additive problem for matrices which we discussed in the 
previous sections is a discrete analog of (6.26). 
Consider now the equation of a vibrating string with a density p(x) > 0: 
y”+pp(x) y=o (6.29) 
fixed at its end points (6.27). If the density is symmetric, i.e., 
p(I- x) = P(r)> (6.30) 
then p(x) is uniquely determined by the spectrum of (6.29) with the 
boundary conditions (6.27). This result is also due to Borg [2]. For further 
results on the inverse eigenvalue problems connected with the second order 
differential operator, see [ 19,231. 
Let K (x, t) be the Green function of the operator - d2/dx2 coupled 
with the boundary conditions (6.27). Then the equation (6.29) together with 
(6.27) is equivalent to the integral equation 
(6.31) 
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Here K is a symmetric positive definite Hilbert-Schmidt kernel. Thus the 
inverse multiplicative problem for matrices is a discrete analog of (6.31). 
Analyzing the examples above, we formulate a general inverse eigenvalue 
problem for an infinite dimensional case. Let K,, . . . , K, be positive definite 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. We define a pseudometric in @: 
d(R,T,K,,...> Km)= 2 2 [+‘(RKi)-++(TK,)]’ 
i=l j=l 
+[+-(RKi)-h,-(TKi)]’ (6.32) 
A general inverse eigenvalue problem could be stated as follows. Find an 
operator P* in 9 c &? such that the spectra {X(P*Ki))y coincides with the 
prescribed spectra {w “}r;l, where w ’ E Z2, i = 1,. . . ,m. To be more precise, let 
us assume that 9 c &+ . Assume that w i = {w; } Tz 1 is a decreasing nonnega- 
tive sequence in ZfL, i = 1,. . . ,m. For P E @’ define 
p(P,w’,..., wm,K1 ,..., Km)= 2 2 
i=l i-1 
Then P* is a solution of the extremal problem 
[+(PK,)-w~‘]~. (6.33) 
i;fp(P,w’,..., um,K1 ,..., K,,,) (6.34) 
in case this i&mum is attainable. We claim that the i&mum (6.34) will be 
always attainable if the set 
A(%K 1,...,K,)= { {V’K,)};JP‘-} (6.25) 
is a closed set under the weak topology in 1s. Indeed, h( P, K,, . . . , K,,,) can be 
viewed as a set in 12. Then p(P,wl,. . .,w”‘, K,, . . . , Km)li2 is an ordinary 
distance between {X(PK,)}y and {oi}T in 1,. If X( 9 , K,, . . . , Km) is a closed 
set under the weak topology, it is easy to show that the distance between 
A(% , K,, . . . , Km) and {w’}T; is attainable. From Theorem 6.2 we deduce 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let ‘% c @+ . Then 
i;fp(P,w’,..., Wm,K1,...,K,)= 9,0,‘nf, m, ?I ( tr(PKiPKi) 
I’ ’ 
where {x/ } r= 1 is a K,-orthonormal system for i = 1,. . . , m. 
The formulation (6.36) is a generalized version of (3.28). This means that 
we can extend the minimization method (5.1) to this case. Let Xi = {xi} r= i 
be a K,-orthonormal system. Define 
cp(P,u’,..., Wrn,X1 ,...) xm) 
(6.37) 
Thus q(P,wl,. . . ,Wrn, x i, . . . ,X,,,) is a strictly convex functional on @. Recall 
that a sequence of linear bounded operators {P,} p converges weakly to P if 
(P&Y Y)-)n+m (Px, y) for any x, y E X. The corresponding operator topology 
is called the weak operator topology. For the Hilbert spaces it is well known 
that the closed unit sphere of linear operators is compact in the weak 
operator topology [3,p. 5121. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let % be a bounded convex weakly closed set in &+ . 
Assume that K 1,. . . , K,,, are positive definite Hilbeti-Schmidt operators. Then 
there exists a unique P* in $?I, 
P*=P(w’,..., Orn,X1 )...) x,,cq), (6.38) 
such that 
m$q(P,w’,..., um,X1 ,..., Xm)=(p(P*,wl ,..., Wm,X1 ,..., Xm). (6.39) 
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Proof, Since % is compact in the weak operator topology, we can 
choose a sequence P, such that 
lim ~(P,,wl,...,wm,X1,...,X,) 
n+oo 
= i;fq(P,w’,..., am,X1 ,..., Xm) and P,-+P*E$ 
w 
(6.40) 
in the weak topology. Define y/ = K,‘l”x,‘, j = 1,2,. . ., i = 1,. , .,m. Then 
k: zt i y;rthonormal set i = 1,. . . , m. Let { zi} ;” be a complete orthonor- 
tr( P,K,P,K, ) = tr( ( K//‘PnKi’/’ )“) = (6.41) 
Thus 
tr(P,K,P,K,) > 5 (PnKi1/2zi,Ki’12zi)2. 
i-1 
(6.42) 
As P,,-+P* in the weak topology, we have 
lim inf tr( P,K,P,,K, ) > 2 ( P*Kti2zi, Ki1/2~i, K 1/2zi)2. 
j=l 
Thus we obtain the inequality 
liminftr(P,KiP,,Ki) > tr(P*KP*K). 
We claim 
(6.43) 
Indeed, we obviously have 
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Furthermore, from (6.41) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we deduce 
2 (w,‘)‘[tr(P,K,P,K,)]. (6.45) 
j=N+l 
Since % is bounded, tr(P,K,P,K,) < M, i = 1,. . .,m. As wi E I,, (6.45) is 
arbitrarily small if N is big enough. This proves (6.43). From (6.42) and 
(6.43) we deduce that lim,+~~(P,,w’,.. .,am, X,,. . .,X,,,) > q(P*,w’,.. .,w”‘, 
X 1,. . . ,X_J. Now (6.40) implies (6.39). As cp(P, al,. . . ,a*, X,, . . .,X,,,) is 
strictly convex, we deduce that P* is unique. The proof of the lemma is 
completed. n 
Repeating the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we obtain 
THEOREM 6.5. Let 9 be a bounded convex weakly closed set in @+. 
Assume that K 1, . . . , K,,, are positive definite Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Let 
PO be an arbitrary operator in 3 , Define P, recursively to be 
P~=P(~~,...,~~,x(P,_~K~),...,X(P,-~K,),~)), v=1,2, . . . . (6.46) 
Then 
p(PV_,,w’ ,..., wm,K1 ,..., K,)>P(PY,w~,...,w~,K~,...,K,), v=l,2 ) . . . * 
(6.47) 
Moreover, if for some v the equality sign hoti in (6.47), then Py_-l = P,. 
We say that the (~l,...,w”‘,K 1,. . . , K,)-inverse problem is solvable over 
%I if there exists P* E 3 such that A(P*Ki)=wi for i= l,.. .,m. If 
(wl,...,w”‘, K 1,. . . , K,) is solvable over % , then we can improve the algo- 
rithm (6.46) as was done in Sec. 5. Let X= {x’}p be a K-orthonormal 
system, where K is a positive definite Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Let w be a 
nonnegative decreasing sequence in 12. Define 
%(w,X,K)= P(PE~, 5 (KPKx”,,x”I)< 2 wj, k=1,2 ,..., oES, . 
i=l j=l 
(6.48) 
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Here by S, we denote the set of all sequences { ui} ;” of positive integers 
such that ui#ui if i#j. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let 31 be a bounded convex weakly closed set in &+. 
Let K 1,. . . , K,,, be positive definite Hilbert- Schmidt operators. Assume that 
the (wl,...,w”‘,K 1,. . . , &,)-inverse problem is solvable over 3 . Let 
C&= PIPEGJj,tr(PK,)= 5 0; 
( 
iftr(K,)<co,i=l,...,m 
i=1 I 
and P, E aO. Assume that %13,_ 1 and P,_ 1 are already defined. Then 3” and 
P, are given as follows: 
93&, =934 ;; ~((O”,X (PY-lKi),Ki), 
i=l 
(6.49) 
P,=P(w’,..., Wm,X(P”_lK1) ,..., x(P”-IK,),93”) (6.50) 
f or v=1,2, .., . 
Using Theorem 6.3, we can state a necessary condition for the solvability 
of the (wr,...,w”‘,Kl , . . . , K “‘)-inverse problem over 9, as was done in 
Theorem 5.4. It is possible also to prove the differentiability of the p(P+ 
CQW’).‘.) wm, K, )...) K,) from the left and the right, as we have done in 
Sec. 4. 
Let us apply the results of this section to the equation (6.29) with the 
boundary conditions (6.27). Assume for simplicity that the mass o(x) is 
symmetric, i.e., (6.30) holds. In that case, by the Borg result, the spectrum 
{wi} F determines uniquely p. Let F= {J(r)}? be a set of orthonormal 
functions with respect to the Green function K (x, y) of - d2/dx2 with the 
boundary conditions (6.27). Let 
(6.51) 
Thus 
g;= -fi, g,(O)=g,(l)=O. 
The condition that { fi}? is K-orthonormal is equivalent to 
s o1 g;g;dx= aii, i,i=1,2 ) . . . . (6.52) 
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Let G { gi (4)? b e a sequence of twice differentiable functions satisfying the 
conditions (6.52) and (6.27). Now the functional q(~,w,G) can be written as 
+ 5 &$-2 5 wi~1p6~dX. (6.53) 
i=l i=l 
Thus if we want to solve the inverse problem for the vibrating string, we 
have to take the infimum of ~(p, w, G) over the appropriate sets of p and G. 
We conclude our paper with the following remark, which is important 
for applications. Suppose that the spectra wi, i = 1,. . . ,m, were measured 
experimentally. Then all of them would be finite. This difficulty may be 
overcome by using the asymptotic expansion. Consider again the vibrating 
string (6.29) fixed at the end points with a symmetric mass. Recall the 
classical result that hk of (6.29) and (6.27) has the asymptotic expansion 
[ 16, p. 2731 
(6.54) 
Suppose now that we know only the first n eigenvalues wr > ws > . . . > w,, > 
0 (which correspond to the first n overtones). Assume first that q = 0 for 
i=n+l, . . . . Then by the Krein result [9,p. 3321 we have that there exists a 
unique string with n beads distributed symmetrically around its midpoints 
having overtones wr > w, > . . * > o, > 0. The second possibility is to assume 
that wk for k> rz has the form (6.54), where p is to be determined. 
Substituting these ok in (6.53), we obtain a new functional which has to be 
minimized: 
+ i +2 2 wij)g;dx+ 
((-6 dx) 
i=l i=l 
714 
x 2 (i+l)-4 - 
2(/u% dxr cQ l’p&edx 
i=n+l 7T2 i=T+I (Ui+1)2 * (6*55) 
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We suspect that the minimal solution for @ would be closer to the real 
density than the mass concentrated in n points would be. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge helpful conversations with Drs. Ole Hald 
and Paul Morel. 
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